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"Effective development of the arts ... becomes in our time and country, a 
matter of developing an audience as much as it does of training the artist."] 
-Rockefeller Panel Repon, 1965 
"Sensitive white European musical art foml seeks compatible partner for 
fulfillment of mutual needs I desires. Cultural diversity welcome. Exotic 
stories desirable. Group encounters possible. Honesty and clarity a must. 
Good sense of humor Cl plus."" 
-Jane Hill, Executive Director, Opera Omaha 
A corrupt police chief with a bnltaJ vendetta orchestrates the murder of a young 
revolutionary and the suicide of his passionate lover. A mischievous barber overcomes a 
~eries of comical disturbances to arrange the marriage of a wealthy count and a beautiful 
peasant girl. An outcast, driven to madness by the vicious curiosities of a small town takes 
his own life in order to die an honorable death. Murder, suspense, romance, passion. These 
elements are the essence of a complex, beautiful art fonn; they are the essence of opera. 
"Why go to the opera?" To an opera fanatic. this statement ~t:em~ almost as 
preposterous as the question, "Why breathe?" Opera has it all, they will tell you. Opera is the 
glorious synthesis of music, drama, dance, and visual art. Opera has the ability to portray the 
full range of human emotions, from lighthearted laughter to heart wrenching tragedy. Opera 
combines the best aspects of all the performing arts. 
Opera fanatics represent a vocal sector of the American arts community. Because of 
a combination of social, economic, educational, and persona] factors, these individuals 
choose to mtend operatic petlonnances, and support the companies who present these 
perfonnances with their time and money. These individuals, along with their like-minded 
colleagues in other ans disciplines. represent the past, the present, and the continued vitality 
of the performing arts in the United States. 
1 The Performing Arts: Problems and Prospects. 5-6. 
2 Hill, l. 
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The present 
The 1997 Survey of Public Participation in the Art~ (SPPA) shows that a large 
majority of supporter~ of the arts in the United States are over the age of 45 with a higher 
level of education and income than that of the population as a whole. This study, 
COlllmissioned by the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) found that in 1997, 9.2 million 
Americans over the age of 18 attended an opera. Of these patrons, 56.8% had at least some 
college education, 46.6% were above the age of 45, and 61.9% had an annual income above 
$50,000. 1 
These statistics seem to reinforce the :-.tereotype that opera and the other performing 
aI1S are patronized by a very sll1011, elite sector of the Americon population. However, the 
1997 SPPA also presents new statistics lhat indicate the growth of opera audiences in the 
United State~. Opera companies are retaining their traditional audiences of older, wealthier 
patrons, but over the past 20 year~ there have been increased numbers of new. younger 
patrons atlending performances of American opera companies. 
The NEA comm.issioned the first SPPA in 1982. In that year. 6. J million American 
adults attended at least one opera, a figure representing 2.6% of the adult population. Ten 
years later, the 1992 SPPA found that in that year lOA million adults attended an operatic 
performance. a figure representing 3.3% orthe adult population.~ The most recent SPPA 
indicates that in 1997.16.5 million adults in the United States attended an opera, an increase 
to 4.7% of the American adult popula!ion:\ 
The 1997 SPPA also found that in addition growing larger. opem audiences are 
becoming younger. Be!ween 1992 and 1997, the number of people in the American 
population between the age~ of J8 and 24 decreased by approximately 400,000 individuals. 
:I Demographic Chal'{/Cfl'Tisrics ofAr/s Attendance: /997,7-9. 
4 Arts ParticipaTion in America: /982-J992, 2·:1. 
~ J997 Sun'r)' ofPublic Participalivll ill Ihe A ,.t~, 15. 
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However, attendance at operatic perfonnances among those in this age category increased 
from 10.7% of total opera attendees in 1992 to \4% of total attendees in 1997,° 
This increase in young audiences puts opera in sharp contrast with other major arts 
aClivitie:-. both visual and perfonlling. The NEA defines the major arts activities as jazz, 
classical music, opera, musical play, non-musical play. ballet, other dance. art museum, 
historic park. and art/craft fair. Between 1992 and \997, the median age of opera audiences 
decreased from 45 to 44. For all other major arts activities. the median age of participants 
increased in increments ranging from one to four years.7 
The past 
The first <;tatislically significant growth of audiences for the performing arts in 
America occurred in the years immediately following the end of World War IT. The 
development of the music recording industry made it possible for a worldwide audience to 
enjoy all varieties of music. spreading appreciation for the fine arts to new segments of the 
population. As a side-effect of the technological revolution taking place in the United Stales 
in these postwar years, many Americans found themselves with more free time than they had 
ever been accustomed to enjoying. 
In addition, the United States was enjoying a period of postwar optimism. Legendary 
opera conductor Herbert von Karajan said of this phenomenon, "After the hate, deslruct ion, 
and death of two wars. people'5 values have changed. Things such as music have become 
more important to the worJd."g This combination of wider artistic horizons, increased 
discretionary time, and general good humor and prosperity led Americans to patronize the 
arts in record numbers. Support for the arts, both in tenns of financial contributions and 
audience size, reached record proportions.') 
I., Demographic Characrerisrin ofAns A lIendol1cc: /997.1. 
7 Ihid. 
& Qld. in Dizikes. 486. 
9 Morison and Dalgleish, 12. 
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Befort 1960. there were very few places in the United SUHCS to see live operatic 
performances outside of New York City. Sir Rudolf Bing. the legendary general manager of 
New York's Metropolitan Opera from 1950 to 1972, explained hi:> own theory on this state of 
affair~ to a reporter in 1958. Said Bi ng, "there is no opera in America worth speak ing of 
outside of New York City ... I see no desi re of the public in this country to build opera from 
young companies."lo Whether his comment was made out of arrogance or ignorance of a 
trend, Bing gremly underestimated the growing admiration of the American people for opera 
and the performing aJ1S. 
In 1965. the Rockefeller Foundation contracted 30 prominent arts professionals to 
study the growth in attendance at the performing arts. In their findings, published under the 
title The Pe/jormillg Arts: Problems and Prospects, the members of this panel observed m1S 
audiences throughout the country and stated the growing conviction among these audiences 
that, "the arts are not for the privileged few, but for the many.") I Individuals in smalllowns 
far away from the operatic center of New York City were expressing a new desire to 
experience this an form which until then had seemed stnmgely foreign and unapproachable. 
At the time of the Rockefeller Panel Report in 1965, there were four major opera 
companies in the United States - New York's Metropolitan Opera, New York City Opera, the 
Lyric Opera of Chicago. and San Francisco Opera. In addition, scattered across the country 
were a mixture of approximately 50 smaller companies producing limited seasons of fewer 
than 25 performances.1] However, between 1970 and 1980, a major growth occurred. 
During thi:;, ten-year period, the number of opera companies in the United States with budgets 
of more than $ J00,000 grew from 35 to 109.1.1 
10 Qld. in Dlzikes. 5}6. 
II The Pc/forming A rrs: Problems and Prospecls, 11. 
12 Baumol and Bowen, 29. 
]) Morison and DalgleIsh. 4. 
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These new companies were developing in regions that had never before had access to 
live performing arts. To build new audiences for their art, these companies were faced with 
the challenge of developing new, exciting methods to market and promote their 
performances. The most gifted promoter of the arts during this period was Danny Newman, 
the press agent of the Lyric Opera of Chicago in Chicago, ll... Newman introduced the arts 
world to a novel concept that promised to revolutionize the way that arts organizations filled 
their seats: Dynamic Subscription Promotion (DSP), Danny Newman gained notoriety 
during the mid-20th century through regional consultation work. but his ideas gained a 
worldwide audience in his landmark 1977 book Suhscribe NOW.',14 
In Suhscribe Now.' Newman propounds his "unabashed enthusiasm for 
subscription,,,li By using OSP, an organization can convince potential audiences of the 
benelils of purchasing tickets in advance for an entire seasOn rather than purchasing them 
separately for each performance. In the second chapter of Subscribe NOl<i.l, Mr. Newman 
compares the "Saintly Season Subscriber" to the "Slothful. Fickle Single-Ticket Buyer." A 
subscri.ber is a patron who is so assured of the high quality of his local peJfon11ing arts 
organization that he will commit his time and his money to purchasing tickets several months 
in advance. In contrast stands the single-ticket buyer, who only attends a performance when 
he can't think of a good excuse, when the play is a hit, or on the occasion of his 25th Wedding 
Anni v ersary.'6 
The cornerstone of OSP is extensive promotion. Newman implores participation in 
the sub!-.cription process from everyone involved with the organization, from the staff, to Ihe 
board of directors. to the current audience members. The central instrument of the search for 
subscribers is the "big brochure," which describes the upcoming season's productions and 
gives the initial subscription pitch. A Danny Newman subscription brochure is a masterpiece 
14 Jhid., 5. 
15 Newman. 4. 
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of literary and graphic arts. A production of Mozart's Don Giovanni becomes "the opera 
butTs ultimate joy:"7 Subscribers are offered discounts as high as 50%, as well as the 
opportunity to purchase the best seats in the theater before they are on sale to the general 
public. The list of financial benefits ends with a personal touch: a promise to the patron that 
858 subscriber. he will join the city's "theatregoing elite."ls 
For the arts-happy audiences of the 1960s and 1970s, DSP was an amazing success. 
Danny Newman joined the Lyric Opera of Chicago (then called the Chicago Opera) as a press 
agent in 1945. By that year. Chicago had seen six local opera companies declare bankruptcy 
since 1910. Newman':, first initiative in his new position was to put Dynamic Subscription 
Promotion to work for the organization. At the publication of Subscribe Now! in 1977, the 
::,ubscri ption base of the Lyric Opera of Chicago had grown from 0 subscribers at the start of 
Newman's tenure to 20,914. 19 By !999, one year before Mr. Newman's retirement from the 
Lyric, the company boasted 254, III patrons who altended on full or panial subscription, a 
total of 88% of their audiences.20 
The success of the Lyric Opera of Chicago set a standard for developing arts 
organiz.:,uions, but over time their success proved to be the exception rather than the rule. By 
the 19805, many prominent American presenters of the performing arts found that their 
attendance figures very gradual Iy leveled out after the artistic boom of the 1960s and 1970s. 
The arts had succeeded in gaining audience members, but were now proving unable La aHract 
allY new audiences beyond those who were already demographically predisposed towards 
attendance. As early as 1966, this trend was predicted in "Performing Arts - The Economic 
Dilemma." a groundbreaking study of Ihe state of the nonprofit arts in America. In their 
research, the slUdy's authors William J. Baumol and William G. Bowen came to the 
It> Ihid., 15-lti. 
17 Thid., 140. 
I~ Ihid., 158-9. 
19 Newman, 271. 
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conclusion that, "attempts to reach a wider and more representative audience, to interest the 
less educated or the less affluent, have so far had limited success.',ll 
The 1992 and 1997 SPPA studies reneet that opera has in recent years risen above 
the stagnation of the 19805. In addition to growing in size, new arts audiences represent a 
more di verse sector a f the popu Iat ion. In 1966, Bau mol and Bowen expressed 
disappointment that the individuals turning up for performances were the same affluent faces 
year after year. The 1997 SPPA, however, shows that increased numbers of young 
Americans are attending opera performances even as the population of these young people in 
the country is decreasing. 
In spite of their disappointing outlook of the future of the arts audiences in America, 
Baulnol and Bowen touched on a very important aspect of the development of an audience. 
1n order to increase attendance and diversify an audience, it takes an at/emp! by an arts 
organization to reach out to these audiences. The growth of arts audiences in {he 1990s can 
be aHributed in a large part to companies realizing this need to understand the people to 
whom they are bringing their art. 
A definition of "The Public" 
The decision 10 attend a performance is one of personal choice based on rea~ons 
determined by the individual. As long as the seats are filled with patrom, management often 
feels secure that they have done their job in reaching a public that is appreciative of and 
interested in their program offerings. In their landmark study, Baulllol and Bowen 
speculated, "one might argue that. .. the only pertinent factor is box office receipts. and not the 
identity of the individual who buy the tickets.',22 Danny Newman says of a sold-out 
20 Fiscal and Opemtiona! Survey Report of Professional Opera Companies, J998-1 999. 147.
 
21 Baumol and Bowen, 96.
 
22 Ihid., 7 I .
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performance, "it doe:::.n't matter how they [the audience] originally got there. All thai matters 
is lhal lhey are there.,,21 
In 1984 and 1985. Arnold Mitchell of the Association of College, University, and 
Community Arts Administrators conducted two studies on nttendance patterns for performing 
arts audiences in the United States. The fi~1 study documented the attendance of the 
wealthiest 40% of the population. while the second focused on the other 60% of the 
population, essentially the middle and lower classes. For both demographic groups, the most 
common answer given to the question "Why do you allend performing arts events" was, "I 
want to be entenained.,,24 Among the firSl demographic group of the wealthiest Americans, 
other principal reasons for attendance included self-fulfillment and a sense that "] ought to 
[Illend." Among the other 60% of the population, common answers included the desire to see 
a particular famous performer and the desire (0 experience something new.25 
According to prominent arts administration consultants Bradley Morison and Kay 
Fliehr. the individuals who responded to Mitchell's survey can be very distinctly separated. 
Morison and Fliehr developed a system for classifying preferences towards the artS, which 
was published in their 1968 book In Search ofan Audience. They divide the population into 
three main segments, based on individual preferences towards the aI1\: "Yeses," "Maybes," 
·'Noes.',26 
The Yeses are those who are naturally predisposed towards al1S allendance. These 
are the audiences who fit the standard stereotype of arts patrons, the audiences who have 
shown continued attendance thrOllghout the growth years of \he 19605 and !9705 as well a~ 
during the stagnant years of the 1980s. Yeses have a demographic background that instills in 
23 Newman, 269. 
24 Milchell Va!. L :13-4: Vol. 11,37. 
2~ Ibid.
 
26 Morison :lnu Fliehr, 48.
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them the desire to make attendance at arts evenb a regular part of their lives. The American 
population is composed of approximately .3 to 5% Yeses. 
At the opposite end of the spectrum are the Noes: those who nre non-attenders of the 
perforlTling a11S, and who have no desire to change this fact. Some past experience with Ihe 
arts or personal bel ief has completel y el iminated participation in the arts 1'1'0111 thei I' field of 
consideration. Noes represent the largest portion of the American population: approximately 
501055% of Ihe American people fall into this category. 
In the middle of two extremes are the Maybes: those who are familiar with the 
performing arts, but don't have an extensive background of attendance. Most Maybes have 
been arts patrons in certain instances throughollt their lives, but something in their personal 
nature or background makes them uncertain about the prospect of further aHendance. 
Perhaps it is the high cost of tickets, perhaps a dislike of crowds, or a fear that they are not 
educated enough to understand the performance. Wh<.ltever their rea~oning, they are 
undecided about whether or not they want to make attendance at arts events a larger part of 
their Ii ves. The American population is composed of approximately 12 to 15% Maybes. 27 
What makes a Maybe hesitant to become a Yes, or a Yes hesitant to increase 
participation? The first SPPA in 1982 found that 7.4% of the population have a desire to 
attend more operatic performances than they have in the past. By 1992. thi~ figure increased 
to 11.0%?8 The 1997 SPPA reported that 18.5% of the American adult population of 195.6 
million people had a desire to allend more operatic performances?' Thi~ represents 36.2 
mjllion An)ericans who expressed a desire to increase their attendance at opera, but for some 
reason were failing to act on this desire. 
These 36.2 million Americans are the Maybes and hesitant Yeses. The American arts 
community, composed of a variety of individuals with different backgrounds and experiences 
27 Preceding paragraphs from Morison and Dalgleish, 48-9. 
28 American Participation in Opera (llld MI/sical Theater 1992. 5. 
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in the arts, is gaining new appreciation for opera. But why <Ire so many failing 10 purchase 
lickets? For each potential audience member, there are social, psychological, and financial 
factors affecting his or her decision not to attend. 
Barriers to Participation 
The resu [Is from Arnold Mitchelr s Professional Pelforming Arls stud ies in 1984 and 
1985 ~how Ihat among the wealthiest 40% of the population surveyed in Volume I and the 
middle and [ower class 60% surveyed in Volume II, there is little variation among stated 
reasons for non-atlendance al arts events. In both surveys, the same five reasons emerged as 
the most frequently occurring barriers to participation. The five barriers that were mOSl often 
ciled among the upper 40% of the population in Volume 1are: 
[. Other preferred way~ to spend leisure time (34% of respondenls) 
2. Tickeb are too expensive (33.8<"1c) 
3. Can't cOlllmit the ti me in advance to purchase season tickets (33.8<"Yo) 
4. Lack of time to attend events (30%) 
5. Inability to follow a production in a foreign language (2SJ~%)._lO 
The same five responses were given by the other 60% of the population, but in the 
following order: 
I. Inability to follow a production in a foreign language (42.2%) 
2. Can't commilthe time in advance to purchase season tickets (39.4%) 
3. Tickets are too expensi ve (38.6 %) 
4. Olher preferred ways to spend leisure time (33.6%) 
5. Lack of time to attend events (31.4%).31 
The first SPPA study, conducted in 1982, found similar respon~e~ given as the top five 
reasons given for non-attendance: 
I. Not enough time (42.6%) 
2. Too expensive (49.9%) 
3. Art form not available (27.2%) 
4. Tuo far to go (19.0%) 
5. Poor performance lime (15.8%)J2 
29 1997 SPPA. 25: 35. 
10 Mitchell Vol. L 41 . 
.11 Mitchell Vol. lL 43 . 
.12 Agl' and the Perceptio/l of Barriers 10 Increased Alfelldance at Performing A rlS EVelll!; alld Art 
MLI.teLl/ns. I. 
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The SPPA studies of 1992 and 1997 contain more of the same infomlation. In 1992, arts 
attendees cited "No time to attend" and "Cost of attending" as their principal barriers to 
participation, with less than I0% of respondents citing any other faclors. ll In 1997, the top 
fi ve slated barriers were all variat.ions on lack of time, high cost of event.~. and the Inck of the 
general avai labi Iity of presentat ions.?-4 
While the barriers of high cost lack of time, and lack of availability of the art form are 
the most prevalent factors cited in predicting attendance at arts events in general, they 
represent only a portion of a very complex web of reasons why patrons stay away from the 
opera house. 1n 1996. OPERA America conducted a series of foclls groups in ten American 
cities as a part of its Campaign for Opera Awareness. The central mission of these focus 
groups was to determine why Maybes shy away from opera. Each of the len focus group 
cities is home to a professional opera company. In each city, focus group participants were 
selected who had limited or no history of attendance at their local company's productions. 
Through conversations with these individuals, the researchers gained insight into barriers that 
are not related to lack of money, time, or availability ..15 
The most common reason that the OPERA America researchers found among focus 
group participants in all ten cities for not wanting to attend opera was the stereotypes that are 
often associated with the art form and its audiences. Said one participant, "It's all the 
preconceived notions like ifs hoity-toity, only rich people do it; it's mostly older people that 
go; I'm not going to understand it.,,16 Participants listed the negative stereotypes that they 
associate with opera: boring, impossible to understand, depressing pJotlines where everyone 
dies, Many were convinced that the audience would be full or very wealthy elderly people 
who would look upon them with disdain. Others had a notion that the quality of the 
3.1 Arts Participarioll ill America: /982- J992, 53. 
:q /997 SPPA, 26. 
.15 Stevens, ] -4 . 
.16 Ibid., )9. 
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performance would not be good, and that the music would be painful 10 listen to (one 
panicipant described hi~ impres~ion of opera as, "Iots of loud screeching set to music:').:)] 
Along with a lack of knowledge about what to expect. foem group participants also 
displayed a general feeling of llnea~iness about the proper etiquette and social rules for 
attending an opaa. For many, it was a fear of looking like they were ignorant in frollt of ,.(\ 
bunch of snooty people.,,~8 Other~ worried that they would have to study the opera before the 
performance in order to understand the action onstnge. A large number of participants found 
thai it was difficult to share their love of opera with friend~ and family. They felt that opera 
is too grand to attend alone, but all assumed that no one in their lives was interested enough 
to attend with them. In spite of a desire not to anend the opera alone. pal1icipants were often 
afraid to share their interest in opera with others for fear of being the subject of ridicule:l9 
Barriers to panicipation and individuals who are simply not interested in attending 
will always be a fact of life for arts presenters. The 1992 NEA study Expol1dinE; {he Audience 
for {he PeJformillg Arts found that a large, seemingly insurmountable chasm exists between 
those who would be classified as Noes and those who are Maybe~. Alan Andreasen, the 
study's author. concluded that the extreme No who displays the least interest in including the 
arts in his lifestyle is also less active in most non-artistic pursuits as well. To encourage 
interest in the ans among this sector of the population would be an attempt to change a 
lifestyle of inaction, not just those feelings related to panicipation in the ans.-lO 
In spite of thb widespread disinterest, attendance figures from the last four SPPA 
~tudies indicate over the past 20 years, audiences have become increClsingly willing to 
overcome per~onal barriers to participat ion. The stagnation of the 19805 has led to large-scale 
growth in the] 990s and beyond. Those who stayed away from arts events in the past have 
17 Ibid., 27-14. 
l~ Ibid., :no 
JY Ihid., 34-5:1. 
~o Expanding {he Audience for {he Performing Arts, 37. 
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either been finding it within themselves to purchase tickets, or at lensl have presented a 
greater de\ire 10 do so. 
The shortcomings of Dynamic Subscl'iption Promotion 
"Oevelopi ng all audience ...does not just mean increasing ib size: it abo 
means educating and challenging, and it may mean assisling the 4ludience to 
improve its artistic appreciation and sensibility.,,41 
-Mahmoud Salem 
Orgwrizaliona/ Survival in rhe Performing Arrs 
Danny Newman's development and encouragement of subscription revolutionized 
the promotion and the growth of audiences for the art\ in the United State~. As Newman 
traveled the country "Danny Appleseeding"42 his Dynamic Subscription Promotion ideas 
during the growth years of the arts in the 1960s and 19705. he was preaching to a very 
receptive audience. Arts organizations were establishing roots in communities that had never 
before had access to professional performances. The Yeses in these communities took full 
advantage of this sudden availability of the arts and became subscribers to these new 
organizations out of a love for the art form. a background of education and attendance at arts 
events, and to gain a sense of possession of and involvement in a new company. 
But what happens when all the Yeses have been reached? As all aT1S organization 
grows, there is limit of the number of patrons that it can effectively altract through the 
traditional application of Dynamic Subscription Promotion. As Morison and Dalgleish 
observe ill Waiting in the Wings, "The fundamental season ticket concept attracts, almost 
exclusively, the adventurous and the affluent. Beyond those small groups. there is a 
reluctance Oll the part of the public to participate in the arts within the system the arts have 
been insi sti ng upon.'...I:I In the 1980s, aT1s organizations that were establ ished in the 1960s and 
experienced their greatest growth in the 1970s reached their organizational maturity; in 
reaching this level, many companies found that their audiences had matured along with them. 
41 Salem, 35.
 
42 Morison and Dalgleish, 27.
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Trnditional subscription was capable of building audiences among the 3-5% of Yeses, but 
Maybe and Noe~ were left with a lack of oppol1unity and a lack of information, which led to 
a lack of partie ipation. 
The Yeses who $ub!>cribed 10 new arts organizations during the art~ boom of (he 
1960~ and 1970s were prime candidales for Danny Newman's promotional tactics: they had a 
desire for arts attendance. and all they lacked was a suitable opportunity (0 attend. However, 
the~e promotional methods don't work wilh the same effectiveness for Maybes and Noes. 
Pal1icipants in the 1996 OPERA America focus groups identified one very important barrier 
to participation: improper application of marketing techniques by opera companies. For the 
typical opera Maybe, it takes a good deal of courage and personal decision making to attend a 
first performance. Many focus group participants reported positive reactions to their first 
opem, but this is not indicative of the response of all new audiences. Other new ,mdiencc 
members recalled being very uncomfortable with receiving a company's strong subscription 
pitch after attending only one performance. Said once participant. "Ijmt was sent this recent 
(season ticket) brochure encouraging me (to attend) and there's nothing in here that allows 
me to say, 'OK, I'm not a customary opera-goer, but J will try one.",44 
Perhaps the greatest shortcoming of developing a sole reliance on subscription as an 
audience development tool is that if used over a course of time, it leads to complacency in the 
companyadministrntion. Opera companies with large numbers of sub~cribers and sold out 
performances might never ~ee the need to try and reach out to a new segment of the 
population who may be interested in sampling their artistic fare. By remaining content with 
an audience consisting solely of the mixture of well educated, upper class patrons with the 
financial means for continued attendance, opera companies not only deny a larger portion of 
the community access to their perfonnances, they deny themselves future organizational 
growth. These companies may never stop to consider the larger segment of the population 
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that they could reach by attempting methods of audience growth and retention beyond the 
annual subscription campaign. 
In Subscribe Now!, Danny Newman states that an organization shouldn't concern 
itself with worrying about why each audience member decided to attend. These 
organizations should simply be satisfied with the fact that they have the subscription money 
safely in the bank. As time passes, however, arts organizations are more fully recognizing 
their needs and obligations besides remaining financially sound. In addition to a balanced 
budget, there are additional responsibilities that modem presenters of Ihe performing arts 
must recognize and incorporate into their organization<ll activities. 
The responsibilities of an arts organization 
The sale of tickets through subscription is an essential pan of the operating activities 
of every performing arts organization. In order to utilize subscription as a tool of audience 
development, however, arts administrators need to examine how it is implemented, Before an 
operatic Maybe can become a full participant in the activities of a company, the company 
must take the first step by finding a way to show this Maybe how participation can be 
interesting, entertaining. and enriching, The company administration cannot overlook its 
overall responsibility 10 provide entertainment and enrichment to the entire community, not 
just to an elite circle of Yeses. 
Professional American opera companies are classified in the United States tax code 
as 50 I (e)3 organizations. An organiwtion that operates under this designation is not-for­
profit. Rather than operating for the purpose of monetary gain, these organization~ conduct 
their business in accordance with a mission statement developed and modified over time by 
the company leader~. All activities of the company, including the development of an 
audience, should grow out of this mission statement.45 
44 Stevens, 52. 
45 http://www.operaamerica.orglaudiencedevelopment.html. 
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The most vocal supporters of subscription often become so enthralkd by the financial 
~uccess of DSP lhallhey fail to examine the shoncolllings of the technique. Those 
individuals who show a commitment to an arts organization by purchasing a ~lIb~cription are 
intrinsically valuable to the operations of the company and should be treated with respect and 
admiration by the admini~tration. Baumol and Bowen muse hypothetically, "If the box office 
doe:- a sufficiently bri:-k business, a performing company's finances will be in satisfactory 
condition, no mal1er who purchases the tickets. Why, lhen. do we care about the makeup of 
the audience?"J(, 
Quite simply, the audience development acti vilies of a modem opera company 
should not and cannot stop al ticket sales and ticket revenue. The Rockefeller Panel Report 
says of this situation, 
"The succes~ of an artistic organization cannot be measured by the sale of 
tickets alone. To do so would be to submit to the tyranny of the box office. 
to surrender lhe right to fail and the right to surrender. All art cannot be 
forced into the position of having an overriding objective of instantaneous 
appeal to the widest possible audience for immediate commercial success.,,47 
Author Lendre Keams says that arts organizations that are serious about building new 
audiences must make what she calls a "leap of faith" that separates the necessary 
organizational needs of financial stability and audience development. Both things are 
essential in maintaining a healthy organization, but Keams warns "no arts organization can 
commit to true audience development or changing its relationship with the community if it is 
ob~essed with its own survival.,,48 
A survey of the mission statements of professional opera companies in the United 
States shows that they cover a variety of company goals and ambitions. First and foremost is 
the desire to present productions of the highest artistic integrity. Language found in the 
mission statements of American opera companies includes, "To present opera of the highest 
46 Baumol and Bowen, 71. 
47 The Peljorming Arts: Problems and Prospects, 54. 
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rank;" "to produce ...operas ... in innovati ve productions;" to produce "classical and new 
operat ic masterworks." 
In addition to the mission of the production of opera come:. the portion of the mi$sion 
devoted to the development of an audience and the enrichment of the community. Statements 
from the mission statements of professional American opera companies: "to educate and 
develop young audiences;" "to make opera affordable and accessible;" "(develop] the next 
generation of opera professionals. audience members and supporters.,,49 
In their 1965 findings, the Rockefeller Panel stated that an arts organization's 
"obligations to its art and community might be poorly served by taking what the traffic would 
bear at Ihe box office." In addition to maintaining high standards of performance, the panel 
~uggested that arts organizations have additional obligations such as ":,erving the community 
as broadly as possible, developing new and experimental works, and maintaining cducntional 
progra1115.' ,~o 
Morison and Dalgleish state in Waiting in the Wings that subscription is "not an end, bUI 
a means to an end.":"! In 1963. Morison and Kay Fliehr were contracted by the newly 
developed Minnesota Theatre Company in Minneapolis, MN to develop an audience for 
professional theatre in the surrounding geographic area. With Danny Newman a~ a 
consultant, the company launched a subscription campaign for their initial seasons by 
explicitly following Newman's instructions and tactics. 
The inaugural 1963 season began with what was at the time a record number of 
subscribers for an American theatre company. However. the original excitement over a new 
theater and a new company declined nner the original campaign. Initial subscribers decided 
not to renew. and the SUbscription audience base decreased exponentially over the next three 
~8 Qtd. in Learning Audiences. 30.
 
49 Excerpts from full company mission statements found in OPERA America Career Guide for Singers.
 
50 The PerjormilJR Arts: Problems (lnd Prospects, 55.
 
51 Morison and Dalgleish, 61. 
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season~. In subsequent years, the company changed their :,trategy from sole reliance on 
subscription. Danny Newmnn's tactics still figured heavily into their operations, bUl their 
audience development programs were expanded to include outreach programs, education, and 
community partnership. Through these audience building efforts, the authors came to the 
conclusion that, "our responsi bi Iity was more than just sell ing tickets. It was open ing doors 
to the theatrical experience for new people."~'J 
Thesis Statement 
The First Step: Understanding the Community 
"Audience Development :,hould begin with a careful definition of the 
community. Then action can be planned to fit that cOllHllUnity.,,53 
-Morison and FI iehr. III Search ofan Audience 
"Whether in social life or (lny ecology, the impulse to improve without first 
understanding is dangerous."H 
-Mary Catherine Bateson, Peripheral Visions 
In (he past decade, OPERA America has undertaken a leadership initiative in the United 
States to develop and educate new audiences for opera in the United Stales. expanding upon 
the landmark research conducted by Bradley Morison and Kay Fliehr in the 1960s. In 1999, 
OPERA America began The Campaign for Opera Awarenes~: a progrnm based on dialogue 
and partnerships that will allow American opera companies to share ideas and strategies for 
audience growth and diversification. 
OPERA America officially defines audience development as "a combination of 
comprehensive strategies lhal strengthen relationships among audiences, the art form, and the 
opera company.,,·I., Audience development, therefore, should extend beyond ticket sales to 
encompass the activities of every individual connected with an opera company to increase 
both awareness and participation in the company's activities. It involves making a company 
~2 Morison and Fliehr. 121. 
~J Ibid.. 13. 
~4 Qtd. in Le(lming Audicnces, 4 I. 
5~ http://www.opeTaamerica .org/audiencedevelopme nt. h(m I. 
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into a community partner.56 Through the Guiding Princip(es ofAudiell<:(, Developmel11, 
OPERA America advocates the importance of underst<U1.ding the community and its 
relationship to the opew company and the art form. Douglas Campbell, the original 
managing director of the Minnesota Theatre Company, says of community partnership. 
"When you give something of importance to every part of your community, the community 
will	 not let you fail.,,51 
By fir~t derining who they arc attempting to reach. a company can gain an understanding 
of the barriers that are keeping members of the community away from the opern. as well (IS 
detemline where in the community are the highest concentrations of Yeses. Noe[), and 
Maybes. This knowledge allows the company 10 plan specific programs and activities to 
address these baniers to participation. 
11 is important to note when understanding the community that not all audiences will 
respond in the same fashion. In the 1992 NEA study Expanding the Audiencefor the 
Pefjrmning Arfs, author Alan Andre(lsen identifies each potential audience member as lying 
at a different point along a continuous progression of levels of commitment to an art form and 
an organization: 
1.	 Disinterest - Nonaltenders of the performing arts. 
2.	 Interest - First becoming interested in attendance; first stated desire to attend. 
3.	 Trial- First attendance at the perfonning ans. 
4.	 Positive Evaluation - St(lted interest in further allendancc. 
5.	 Adoption - Actual attendance at more arts events. 
6.	 Confirmation - lnterest in continued, lifelong attendance,'s 
In order to introduce Maybes 10 their organiwtion, a company should understand and 
acknowledge thai it will take different tactics to reach out to these different communities and 
move them along the continuum of commitment. Acquiring this knowledge will allow the 
company to determine the best method for creating points of entry to company and its 
presentations. 
'6 1bid.
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The Second Step: Outreach and Education 
"A IMger and broader audience can never be cultivated until the impression 
is changed that theatre is something exclusively for the wealthy and socially 
-
'prOllllllent. ~,:)~

-Morison and Fliehr, 1/1 Search ojall Audience
 
"If the arts are a 'good thing,' we must coneem ourselves with those who are 
. d fl' "Ill)depnve () t le expenence.
 
-Baulna] and Bowen, PeJjorming Arls - The Economic
 
Dilemma
 
Once the Maybes and their most significant baniers to participation have been identified, 
Ihe company i~ faced with the challenge of determining the best way to eliminate the~e 
barriers. OPERA America'S focus groups found that in an overwhelming number of cases. 
barTiers to participation are created by a general lack of understanding of the art form. 
Audiences afe deeply affected by negative stereotypes and social stigma that are associated 
with opera. Until a company can prove to the Maybes and Noes that these stereotypes are not 
tme, they will continue to be commonly held as a barrier to pal1icipution. 
The dual activities of education and outreach are the best stmtegy to brenk the 
stereotypes. Through outreach, the company makes its activities available to the largest 
possible segment of the public, making them more affordable and more acces!>ible. Through 
education, the company introduces this new segment of the popu lation to opera. In Waiting in 
Ihe Wil1g~', Morison and Dalgleish advocate that education and outreach are best 
accomplished through Points of Entry, events specially designed to introduce new people to 
an organization and its activities at a time and place that is not intimidating or uncomfonable 
for the audience. By allowing potential audiences to leam in a familiar environment, a great 
deal of the social and psychological stereotypes that are attached to opera can be minimized 
or e1iminated.61 
'S Expanding file Audiellce for the Pelformill,!!, Arts. 3-4. 
,9 Morison and Fliehr, 76. .
 
60 Baumol and Bowen, 7 I.
 
61 Morison and Dalglci~h. 89.
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A series of focus groups conducted by Morison lind Fliehr during their years with the 
Minnesota Theater Company found that the degree to which an audience is knowledgeable 
about a production is a key factor in detcnnining the degree to which lhey will enjoy the 
performance. In order to help people become comfortable with opera, it i::; important to 
prepare the potential audiences for the experience of attending the opera.62 
According to the Rockefeller Panel Researchers, "The creation of a propitious 
environment for the arts depends primarily upon the education of a people. Any increase in 
demand for the performing aliS will derive only from a citizenry that has come to love and 
depend on them.,,6.1 Providing educational opportunities such as observation, audience 
panicipation, discussion, and study will allow the company to reach the Maybes who are 
concerned about their own lack of knowledge. By breaking these barriers, the company can 
begin 10 create thi~ feeling of love and dependence on the performing arts. 
The Final Step: Leaving it up to the Individual 
In spile of the efforts of an opera company to define and reach out to the cummunity, 
they cannot expect to be successful in converting each Maybe and No into a devoted opera 
attendee. There are those who simply do not have the desire, the background, or the 
inclination to become interested in opera. 8y making their programming available to every 
individual regardless of the level of interest, however, the opera company is taking a very 
significant step in its organizational development and survival. 
With each individual Maybe at a different stage of commitment to the organization, it 
is essential that the company allow each Maybe to make his own decisions regarding his level 
of commitment. An opera novice will be more likely to continue Cllong the progression of 
commitment if the organization does not seem overly anxious to make him into an immediate 
subscriber. A gradual process of education and outreach will allow each audience member to 
02 Ihid., I IO·) II.
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gradually become more interested, while a high pressure sales pitch will leave the same 
indi viduJIs with a vague feeling thallhe company is only after them for their ticket dollars. 
The presentation of high quality operatic productions for large audiences is and 
always should be the primary objective of a professional opera company. However. the 
company also has to take into account its status as a not-for-profit organization nnd as J 
member of the community. The company should strive to use its expertise to benefit the 
community as a whole. not just a small group of Yeses. By providing educational and 
community service activitie~ outside of mainstage productions, the organization goes beyond 
ib role as an entertainer and becomes a community panner. 
Danny Newman has proven throughout his illustrious career that potential audiences 
wi II not pal1icipatc in the activities of an arts organization unless they are aware of them. 
Building awareness is a major step in building audiences. but the responsibility goes beyond 
promotion. By educating and reaching out to audience:- and allowing to detemline their Own 
level of commitment to the organization, opera cornpan ies in the 2\ '4 century can assure that 
they are helping individuals to become an active part of the organization. These educated 
audiences will be able to gain an understanding that the elderly and the affluent are not the 
only ones who populate the opera house. 
To build and diversify and audience. it takes a commitment to understanding why 
potential audiences are not participating. It lakes specially designed programs and strategies 
10 reach out to these individuals. It takes an understanding that not all of these individuals 
will respond. Attracting this new audience cannot be accomplished solely by blanketing the 
community with advertising and hoping that the tight people gel the message. It takes a new 
commitment by opera companies to break down ban'iers, find these new audiences, and help 
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them leam about the company and Ihe art form. In the words of Morison and Fliehr. it takes 
"new ideas, new thinking, and new people."M 
******* 
A Case Study in Audience Development: New York City Opera 
·'It would not be amiss to think of New York City Opera as America's opera 
company. ,.~~ .
 
-Martin L. Sokol
 
Author, The New York City Opera
 
'The era of the old lady with the headache band and strings of pearls is over. 
Her money ha:) passed to the next generation ... someone who still has to 
worry about the baby sitter, the parking and the dinner when he considers the 
price of his ticket.',c,6 
-Beverly Sills 
General Director, New York City Opera, 1979-1989 
Background and History 
New York City Opera (NYCO) is a professional American opera company that 
performs at the New York Stale Theater. located at the Lincoln Center for the Performing 
Arts by the intersection of 651h 51. and Columbus Avenue on the Upper West Side of 
Manhattan. Each season NYCO presents approximately 14 mainstage operatic productions in 
a rotating repel10ry system during a Fall season that runs from September to November and a 
Spring season that runs from March to Apri1.67 The company ranks among 15 American 
opern companies with the highest annual budget levels (above $7.5 million), and is therefore 
classified by OPERA America as a Level One Company.6S 
Overcoming bamers to participation and negative stereotypes associated with the an 
form in order to build an audience is a continuing challenge ror all opera companies, but New 
York City Opera faces another unique barrier. Since its founding in 1943, the company has 
performed in the same city as the Metropolitan Opera, a company that is by far the largest 
M Morison and Fliehr. 213-4.
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and most prominent in the Un iteJ States, perhaps in the world. Throughout its history, New 
York City Opera has been faced with the dual challenges of furthering its artistic mi ssion and 
avoiding the immense comparative shadow that is cast by the ''The Mel." NYCO\, Lincoln 
Center neighbor since the midd Ie of the I960s. A study of the history of New York City 
Opera, therefore, is a unique study of one company's efforts to build an audience in the face 
of common barriers to participation magnified by a unique market position. 
Opera in New York prior to NYCO 
The first performance of opera in New York City occurred on December 1 l, 1732 
with a production of George Farquhar's Recruiting Officer. For the next 150 years, New 
York was the home of the development and ultimate demise of several opera companies. In 
the early I880s, a group of the city's wealthy aristocrats decided 10 establish an opera 
company in order to give them an opportunity to increase their social contacts in a prominent, 
visually pleasing location. This group of seventy initial stockholders financed the creation of 
the Metropolitan Opera House, which opened on October 22, 1883 with a performance of 
Charles Gounod's Faust.69 
Within a very short time, the Metropolitan Opera established itself as the first and 
only location outside of Europe where the finest singers of the day could be heard. The Met 
was founded by the well to do, and was overwhelmingly patronized by the same. The first 
competition to the Metropol itan Opera arrived in New York in 1906, when Oscar 
Hammerstein I founded the Manhattan Opera Company and announced his intention to 
produce grand opera in direct competition with the Metropolitan Opera. but at a price that 
was affordable to the general public.70 
For four seasons, Hammerstein's presentations of quality productions at affordable 
prices were an overwhelming success, This prosperity was so sudden and unexpected that the 
1>8 Fiscol and opermio/lo! survc.\' reporr ofprofessiol1ol opera companies. J998-99, 6. 
69 Zietz. 174-178. 
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general manager of the Met was forced to resign and the company underwent drastic re­
structuring. Following a very successful 1910 season. however. Hammerstein inex plicably 
cancelled all remaining productions of the Manhattan Opera Company and withdrew his 
company from the city. The situation was mysterious at the time, but the public later leamed 
that the leaders of the Metropolitan had paid Mr. Hammerstein $1.2 million in exchange for 
his pledge to discontinue operations of his company. With this action, the Met unofficially 
declared themselves the sole providers of operatic entertainment in New York.71 
"Popular opera, popular prices" 
New York City Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia began his 12-year term in 1936 in the 
midst of the economic hardships of the Great Depression. [n spite of the poverty. 
unemployment and hornelessness that were rampant in his city and throughout the United 
Stales, the arts continued to nourish in New York because of LaGuardia's considerable love 
of music. Under the umbrella of President Franklin D. Roosevelt's Works Progress 
Administration (WPA), LaGuardia created a number of projects to make music available to 
New Yorkers at low prices. The concerts of the WPA Orchestra (Ticket price: $.25) were 
well attended, and this success led 10 a realization that even in hard economic times, the city 
was willing to support classical entertainment at affordable prices.72 
In 1943, Mayor LaGuardia convened a panel of prominent indi viduals in the art iSlic. 
social, and political scenes in New York to discuss a new plan: the creation of a City Center 
for Music and Drama. As a home for the new City Center. the committee chose New York's 
Mecca Temple, an historic, city-owned theater that was currently undergoing renovation. 
The group's plan called for City Center to present a season featuring a variety of perfonning 
arts. Included in the plans was the creation of an in-house opera company which would 
follow Hammer5tein's idea of producing operas of high artistic quality at what the committee 
70 Ibid .. 184. 
11 Sokol. 28. 
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deemed "popular price~:" those that every New Yorker could easily afford. On October 13, 
1943, the board of directors of the City Center of Music and Drama approved the 
appointment of Hungarian conductor Laszlo Halasz as the first director of the City Center 
Opera Company (Imer renamed New York City Opera.).7J 
Maestro Halasz assumed the directorship of New York City Opera with the goallhal 
opera be made accessible to every per:-on in New York; not just in terms of affordability. but 
also in terms of artistic quality. He felt that audiences shouldn't have to pay the higher ticket 
prices at the Met in order 10 see professional-caliber productions.74 In addition to making 
opera available to the public at affordable prices, Halasz also began operations with the goal 
of attracting attention to his young company immediately by acquiring a distinct personality 
and organizational image.7) 
Two important events occurred during Halasz's tenure that were instrumental in the 
development of a unique identity. During the company's first season in 1944, the board of 
directors voled to produce one exIra performance of Puccini's TosC(1 as a student matinee. 
Even though this extra performance lost money. the board and Halasz felt that it was an 
important public service.76 Also, on September 28, 1945, baritone Todd Duncan S,lng the role 
of Tanio in NYCO's production of Leoncavallo' s 1 Pagliacci. Duncan's debut made him the 
firq African American to sing a leading role with a major American opera company. It was 
almost ten years before a black singer made an appearance in a principal role at the 
Metropol itan Opera.77 In spite of an inabi 1ity to match the higher art ist fees offered by the 
Met, NYCO W<lS establishing itself as a cutting edge company that was willing to take artistic 
and financial risks. 
72 Ibid., 4-5. 
7) Ibid .. 29.34. 
7J Ibid .. 40. 
7\ Ibid., 51. 
76 Ibid., 55. 
77 Ibid .. 63-4. 
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In 1951. Laszlo Halasz stepped down from his position as director over a 
disagreement with the board of directors. Longtime City Opera artistic stafr member Joseph 
Rosenstock replaced Halasz, and made it clear that he planned on continuing to further 
Hala~z's visions for the company. Unfortunately, Rosenstock was unable to equal Halasz'~ 
unique nrtistic talent, and low box office revenue and an almost constant debt chnracterized 
hi~ tenure. In 1956, Austrian conductor Erich Leinsdorf replaced Rosenstock and was 
charged wilh the task of bringing the company back 10 financial stability.78 
In assuming the new position of general director. Leillsdorf brought grand artistic 
plans. He felt that the best way to attract new audiences (:lnd to develop an identity was 
through the production of opera~ by contemporary and American composers. He planned to 
hire singers who would present performances that were both theatrically and musically 
interesting, and to capitalize on the new medium of televised perfomlances to bring NYCO 
productions to a larger audience.7'J In spite of Leinsdorf'~ ambition, his artistic vision was not 
matched by fiscal accountability. Public interest in the company waned. and by the end of 
Leinsdorf's inaugural season NYCO was practically in financial ruin. Their situation was 50 
dire that there was discussion of NYCO being purchased by the Metropolitan Opera and 
turned into a secondary house for the presentation of comic operas.so 
"America's Opera Company" 
NYCO managed to remain independent from the Metropolitan, and in January 1957, 
popular conductor Julius Rudel was hired as the company's fourth general director in 13 
years. The Rudel Year~ at New York City Opera mark the company's longest and most 
unprecedented period of growth. Rudel brought renewed passion to furthering Leinsdorf's 
mission of the presentation of operas by twentieth century and American composers. Prior to 
the Spring 1958 season, NYCO received a sizeable grant from the Ford Foundation for the 
7M Tbid., 130.
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specitil: purpose of presenting a full season of operas by American composers. This sea~on 
opened on April 3, 1958 with a production of Dougla~ Moore's The Halluc! oj Haby Doe.~l 
The first all-American season ended with a deficit, but NYCO was praised for its innovative 
productions. Under the directorship of Julius Rudel. New York City Opera truly began 10 
develop its current ident ily. 82 
Perhaps the I110st important event of Mr. Rudel's lenure was the company's move to 
the New York Stale Theater in 1966. This thealer, a part of the new Lincoln Center for lhe 
Performing Arts complex, was to be shared by NYCO and the New York City Ballet. The 
transition was anything but harmonious. Leaders of the Metropolitan Opera and of Lincoln 
Center were not at all anxious to welcome a second opera company into the complex. 
Following several year~ of political maneuvering among the two opera companies and the 
Lincoln Center administration, an agreement was rcached. For financial and artistic reasons. 
New York City Opera became an occupant of the New York State Theater. On Febmary 22, 
1966, NYCO inaugurated its new artislic home with a production of Alberto Ginastera's DOll 
Rodrigo. with Maeslro Rudel on the podium.n 
Julius Rudel remained as the general director of New York City Opera until 1979. 
During hi,', 22 years in that position, the company presented 85 new productions; of these 
productions, /3 were World Premiere performances and 5 were United States premieres.~ 
Rudel also facilitated the debuts of many young singers who continued on to international 
careers. Among the artists who were heard at City Opera before their careers became 
international are Placido Domingo, Beverly Sills, Regina Resnik, and Mignon Dunn.85 Under 
Rudel's leadership, New York City Opera was able to free itself from the shadow of the 
80 Ihid ., 131-9. 
81 Zietz. 199. 
82 Sokol. 154-8. 
s, Ibid., 166-175. 
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Metropolitan Opera by establishing an identity as a presenter of to see new works, young 
singers, (\nd adven turous productions. 
Unfortunately, Rudel's critical praise and identity building did not translate into 
commercial ~lIccess. In spite of his efforts at bringing new audiences into the opera hou~e 
and becoming a champion for American artists, NYCO had to face the reality thai the 
company needed sound financial footing to continue to further Rudel's optimistic mission. In 
1979, the company hired newly retired diva Beverly Sills as general director, and placed Mr. 
Rudel in the position of principal condllctor.~1i 
Beverly Sills and beyond: Molding the identity 
During her ten years at the head of NYCO, Beverly Sills continued the progressive 
work of Julius Rudel. but also brought her own ideas of what the company's identity should 
be.~7 She expanded the season to twenty production::., and in addition to the presentation of 
American works, she began to present revivals of little-known operas from the 18111 and 191h 
centuries. The adventurous nature of the company under Ms. Sills shaped the identity of New 
York City Opera even further, but the desire to present a large number of new productions 
each season put a great strain on the artistic resources of the company. NYCO reached its 
highest levels of popularity under Beverly Sills, but the demands of an expanded season 
caused artistic quality to decline.~l\ 
In 1990, Christopher Keene became New York City Opem's general director. In 
order (0 attract an even more diver~e audience to New York City Opera perfonnances, Keene 
began to introduce product ions of works of musical theater and operella. Mr. Keene's first 
season at NYCO featured the usual mixture of company repertory, twentieth century works, 
and the addition of theater pieces such as The Sound of Music. 89 In the rnid-1990s. 
8~ Zietz, 20 I. 
87 Interview with Claudia Keenan, 11/2/00. 
ss Zielz., 20 I. 
89 Ibid., 204. 
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Christopher Keene was stricken with AIDS. As his health and his presence a~ the genera! 
director of NYCO deteriorated. so did the artistic quality of NYCO offerings. New York City 
Opera had fallen to what many considered to be a second rate company.')" 
1n 1996. Paul Kellogg became the general director of NYCO. Kellogg was already 
well known in the operatic field for his work as the general director of Glimmerglass Opera 
in Cooperstown, NY. Under Mr. Kellogg's direction. Glimmerglass grew from a company 
producing in a high !>chool auditorium in 1975 (0 a summer festival of international renown. 
Kellogg has continued the NYCO traditions of hiring young singers and of presenting new 
works and those by North American composers. Like all previous directors, he has infused 
his own ideals and vision into the mission of New York City Opera.91 
Current identitJ 
'To encourage yOLlng American artists who will be this country's future 
opera talents through Main Company performances at Lincoln Center. 
National Company performances across North America, and educational 
programs/performances throughout New York City public elementary and 
secondary sc h001s. ,,~l 
-From the New York City Opera mission statement 
Paul Kellogg's mission for New York City Opera is anchored by four pillars: 
making opera affordable and accessible, nurturing the careers of young artists, 
producing operas that are relevant to the concerns of a modern audience, and making 
a trip to the opera an experience for the audience that is both musically and 
theatrically fulfilling."l The first two of these goals align very closely with the 
company ideal created by Mr. Kellogg's predecessors. The added stamp that Mr. 
Kellogg has put on the mission of the company is largely a factor of the company's 
unique market position alongside the Metropolitan Opera.94 
90 Keenan interview. 
91 Ibid. 
92 OPERA America Career Guide for Singas. 53. 
9~ Keenan inlerview. 
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In the 1970s and I980s under the di reCllon of Mr. Rudel and Ms. SiJ Is. 
NYCO was distinguishable as the only company in the United States where young 
performers were given an opportunity for career development. The rise of smaller 
regional companies Ihal gradually occurred during these decades lessened the 
importance of this distinction. The company was left to rind new ways to distinguish 
itself among other American companies, not solely from the Met.95 
The primary identity of New York City Opera under Paul Kellogg has 
become that of a company where audiences are able to see operas and productions 
that are too adventurous for the conservative audiences of the Metropolitan Opera 
and other American compl:lnies of a similar size. NYCO presents more new 
productions during a season than any other company in the United States. These 
include rarely seen produclions of works from the operatic repertory. as well as new, 
innovative productions of classic operas?' 
NYCO is also faced with the formidable task of producing opera in unique 
artistic climate of New York City. Because of the long-standing tradition associated 
with opera in New York, the public often holds New York's companies 10 a very 
high standard. The New York media are not guaranteed to give the company a 
complimentary review for each production, a benefit that smaller, regional companies 
often receive. There are often critics in the audience for each perfOnllanCe, so the 
company is under continued pressure to make each performance memorable.97 
The administration of NYCO is constantly working towards furthering the 
image of a company that presents operas of high artistic integrity in a unique style 
and atmosphere that cannot be duplicated elsewhere. Many audiences who are 
unfamiliar with NYCO view it as what NYCO Director of Marketing Claudia 
95 Ibid.
 
% Keenan interview.
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Keenan calls "the tricycle of opera." They are of the opinion that one must firS1 
attend performances at New York City Opera to gain a basic understanding of opera, 
and then "graduate" to the performances at the Metropolitan when they feel thai they 
are fully knowledgeable and prepared.98 
The challenge for building and retaining audiences during the Paul Kellogg 
em at New York City Opera is one of building a brand image that is entirely different 
from th"t of the Metropolitan. Brochures and advertisements bear no resemblance 10 
those of the Met, and even the style of the New York State Theater is in contraSt to 
that of the neighboring Metropolitan Opera House. The company presents the image 
of a progressive opera company that is still capable of presenting productions of the 
"old treasures" (hat New York's opera-going public will always expect. This image 
has developed a great deal during Mr. Kellogg·s tenure, but according to Claudia 
Keenan. "it will take years of education to change minds."<)<.) 
Application of Thesis Statement 
The First Step: Understanding the community 
The seating capacity of the New York State Theater is 2,762. During the 1999-2000 
season. an average of 83% of these seats were sold for each performance. or the audiences 
who bought these seats. 47% attended on subscription, while the remaining 53% were single 
ticket buyers. A majority of the subscribers are from Manhattan. though the amount of 
subscribers from other New York City boroughs (Brooklyn, the Bronx, Staten Island, and 
Queens) as well as from Westchester County. NY and New Jersey is increasing. IOO 
Market research plays an important role in identifying the current makeup of the 
audience. Methods for research include in-theater (racking surveys, focus groups, and tele­
97 Woelzl interview. 
98 Ihid.
 
99 Keenan interview.
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surveys. All survey and ticketing materials are coded to allow the markeling department to 
examine the effect of the surveys and subsequent acti vii ies on the sale of ticket~.11)1 
This research and interaction with audiences has allowed New York City Opera to 
reach ~everdl conclusions about their audience. Different subscription packages offered by 
the company allow subscribers to choose which opera~ they will attend each senSOll. Among 
the 47% of the audience who are subscribers, two groups stand out. One group favors 
"classic" operas (such a:- Ul Boheme, TOSCQ, alld Don Giovanni), while the other favors the 
lesser-known works from the operatic repertory (such as Handel's Rinaldo) and those by 20'h 
century composers (such as Korngold's Die TOle Stadt). Audiences in these two groups 
auend NYCO performances frequently, but mrely cross over the boundaries from attendance 
. I h 10'at one operatic genre to t le at er. ­
NYCO has also discovered a pattern among single ticket buyers. A high percentage 
of ~ingle ticket buyer~ attend more than three performances each se<lson, bUl these audience 
members have thus far resisted NYCO's attempts to conveli them into subscribers. Most of 
these individuals are upper-middle class residents of Manhallan who are frequent attendees at 
many of the city's performing arts organizations besides NYCO. They atlend performances 
in the city an average of three nights per week, and don't want to be committed to subscribing 
to any of these organizations. Given Ihe high income levels of these individuals, the financial 
saving~ offered by a subscription is not a major factor in the decision. Claudia Keenan feels 
that these audience members will become subscribers only when the capuci!y of 
performances is so high that it becomes difficult to attain single tickets.lO:\ At the current 
capacity of 83%. this hypothesis has yet to be proven. 
New York City Opera's research about barriers 10 participation has found that most 
obstacles facing NYCO audiences are consistent with national trends. The most commonly 
101 Ibid. 
102 Ibid. 
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identified banier is the facl that many pearle don't feel comfortable with the thought of 
attending opera. They have not had the opportunity to view the "human" side of the opera 
company. and instead view the art form as something that is "snotty" and unapproachable. 104 
Tn addition, the sight of Lincoln Center, a "temple to a higher al1". intimidates Illany New 
Yorkers. The ornate marble and stone buildings. as well as the chandeliers and Illurnls of the 
Metropolitan Opem House and Avery Fisher Hall dominate the landscape. NYCO Director 
of Education Paul King recalls a time in the company's history when students from a 
neighboring public high school were denied access to Lincoln Center's main plaza so as not 
to ruin the pristine image of this landscape. The image of elitist, high culture only serves to 
solidify the stereotypes of opera and high art that are commonly held by the public. 105 
A long-range goal for the audience development of New York City Opera is a desire 
to "see New York City in the audience of New York City Opera."J()() This desired audience 
would encompass all of the diversity that exists in the city of 8 million people. The company 
leaders support the audience development theory that it takes more th<'lll demographics for 
someone to become interested in opera. Says Claudia Keenan, "Just because someone lives 
in Bedford, NY (upscale suburb) in a $3 million house and drives a Mercedes doesn't mC<l1l 
I'k . , fl' ,,107he J es opera ... It s not part 0 )IS past. 
To work towards the goal of attracting an audience that is as diverse as the city in 
which the perfoflmrlCeS take place, the company has adopted strategies for outreach that 
begin at what Paul King refers 10 as "ground zero" and bu ild Up.IOS 
10.\ IbId. 
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The Second Step: Outreach and Education 
Student-focused educational programs lO9 
"Preaching to the unconverted is as tricky in opera as in olher regions: a 
badly planned education can lose a soul forever." 110 
-F. Paul Driscoll 
Executive Editor, Opera News 
In addressi ng the barriers to participation that affect their targeted cotlllllun it ies most 
directly, the education department of New York City Opera has adopted the strategy of 
eliminating stereotypes that cause these barriers by beginning education early in the I ife of a 
potential audience member. For this reason. the company begins its education and outreach 
efforts in New York's public and private schools. As Claudia Keenan cites, early education 
and exposure to an art form is the most reliable way to shape future attitudes. By educating 
the city's elementary, middle. and high schools students. NYCO is working to eliminate 
barriers 10 panicipation before these stereotypes are formed in people's minds. 
The K-12 educational programs of New York City Opera are implemented with the 
goal of integrating opera education into other classroom activities. Student~ leam how opera 
and the arts pertain to all aspects of their education, and how the themes presented in opera 
may seem antiquated, but they are in fact quite contemporary. 
New York City Opera"s "Opera is Elementnry" program IS used for students in 
Grade~ two through five. The curriculum rotates on a four-year cycle, with a different opera 
used as the focus each year. Before the school year begins. NYCO educators provide training 
for teachers in curriculll Ill, technology, and the integration of the curricula with other 
cIassrOOnl subj ects. "Opera is Elementary" uI iii zes partnerships aod opera-centered programs 
by making use of anist:-. in residence, who make two visits to the classroom during the unit. 
109 All information on New York City Opera K-12 educational programs from interview with Paul
 
King.
 
110 Qtd. in Evans, 61. 
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At the end of each "Opera i:::. Elementary" unit, students attend an abridged production of the 
featured opera. 
NYCO requires all schools participating in "Opera is Elcmentary" to complete the 
unit by producing a c lass project based on their favorite aspects of the program. Participat iIlg 
classes in past years have writlen original operas, performed their own versions of the 
featured opera. and created visual art based on their reactions. These projects allow NYCO to 
evaluate how students are responding to the program and what they are learning frOIll the 
educational experience. 
The middle school and high school education programs of NYCO place a greater 
focus on partnerships through the use of artists in residence. This interaction with creative 
artists gives students an opportunity to gain insight into the creative process behind the 
production of opera. Teachers work with artists to decide on how to integrate the educ<ltion 
program into the curriculum, and the participating artist1> visit each classroom between 15 and 
20 times over the course of the semester. These repeat visits allow students to build and 
maintain interest in the project over an extended period of time. The programs are introduced 
in geography and cultural srudies classes along with music clnsses to demonstrate the 
universality of operatic themes and the ways that arts education can be applied to different 
subject areas. 
Middle and high school students who participate in NYCO artist residency programs 
complete the semester-long experience with attendance at <l mainstage NYCO pelformance at 
the New York State The<.lter. It i\ a common practice among many American opera 
companies to reserve dress rehearsals for student attendance. but NYCO feels that there is 
something even more beneficial that a student can gain through attendance at a regular season 
production. The experience introduces students to the complete atmosphere of attending a 
live opera around other opera fans in addition to their peers. This practice also displays a 
great deal of respect for the maturity of the students. 
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The reach of NYCO's outreach and educational activities extends beyond the 
classroom. The company maintains partnerships with arts magnet schaab in the Cil)' by 
creating pre-professional programs for students interested in furthering careers in the 
perfomling arts. Student musicians are placed in internships in the opera's artist ic 
departmcnt, and are given unique opportunities for master classes and training with NYCO 
artistic staff. Students with an inIerest in technical theater are allowed to assist the NYCO 
production staff. Through "co-productions", NYCO production staff members provide 
technical and artistic assistance for student productions at partner schools. 
What Paul King considers to be NYCO's most irnpor1ant contribution to the New 
York community is the work that the company does with students in inner-city public 
schools. NYCO administrators provide job shadowing days and internships for students at 
these schools. This program gives the students a non-traditional point of entry into the world 
of opera. In addition, these students from low-income homes are given the opportunity to 
develop valuable professional skills. 
The K-12 education programs of New York City Opera accomplish several goals. 
By reaching out to a diverse group of students in a variety of ways, NYCO uses its status as a 
not-for-profit organization to benefit the community. By using the unique resources and 
knowledgc that they possess as a presenter of opera, they are working to enrich the cultural 
life of the distinct communities that exist within New York City schools, both public and 
pri vate. 
The~e educational program~ have become a national model for al1s in education. 
NYCO's education programs are funded by high-profile sources, and are often rep)icated by 
other American opera companies. In 1999-2000, City Opera Education reached more than 
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10,000 students in all five boroughs of New York City, as well as Long Island. Westchester 
County, NY, New Jersey and Connecticut. lll 
At this time, research is inconclusive as to the effect of these educational programs 
on the growth of the New York City Opera audience. It is a simple fact of life that (u1s 
education programs are not capable of reaching everyone or effecting every student, but this 
is true of all educ<':ltional di~ciplines. The trouble in evaluation comes with the reality that 
students who participate in school education programs are several years from the age where 
they will be able to become NYCO ticket buyers. The effects of K-12 opera education on 
attendance at the opera can on Iy be studied over an extended period of approximatel y 10 to 
15 years. 
Education programs at New York City Opera allow students to become more familiar 
with the activitic~ of the opera company and begin to understand that perhaps all of the 
stereotypes are not true. By making it possible for students to talk with artists at a school 
visit, job-shadow an employee in the marketing department. or help carpenters move scenery, 
NYCO is making itself more accessible !O future potential patrons. Students are able to see 
the human side of the production of opera rather than only wjtnes~ing a finished product. 
Lincoln Center can lose its intimidating face when students are able to see what occurs within 
the perceived "ivory tower." 
Adult Education 
"People are afraid of something when they don't unden.tand it." 
-Susan Woelzl 
Director of Press and Public Relations, New York City 
Opera 
In 1982, during Beverly Sills' tenure as general director, New York City Opera took 
an important step towards making opera accessible to new audiences. In October of that year, 
Ms. Sills attended a perfom1ance of Richard Strauss' Eleklra at the Canadian Opera 
III hltp://www.nycopera.com/education.hun. 
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Company in Toronto. Ontario. The perform~nce was sung ill German, but Ms. Sills wa~ 
intrigued to find Ihatlhe company projected the English translation of the libretlo on a screen 
above the stage. Audience members who may have worried lhat they would not be able to 
follow the action or that they would have to study Ihe text and the plot before attending the 
opera were now able to follow the dialogue in English as the <lction progressed. 
M~. Sills immediately brought this innovation to NYCO, which became the first 
American opera cQmpany to adopt what is now known as supertitles. The introduction of 
supenille~ caused an outcry ill the operatic community. Many opera traditionalists claimed 
that litles distract from the action onstage and were an insult to "serious" opera. The validity 
of these criticisms is argued ad nauseam in the operatic community even today. In spite of 
these objections, practically every opera company in the world is currently uses supertitles in 
one Conn or another. This invention, introduced to American audiences by New York City 
Opera. has brought a new audience to the opera house who no longer fear that they will not 
understand a performance in a foreign language. 112 
School-focuse.d education programs are invaluable in introducing new audiences to 
opera, but NYCO feels that its commitment to the education of the audience does not end 
when a person reaches the age of 18. Once an individual has been exposed to NYCO's 
school-focused education programs. it is the decision of that individual to further their 
participation with the company. NYCO has developed adult-oriented educational programs 
with the goal of making it possible for each audience member to enter the performance 
knowing as much about the opera as they possibly can in order to increase their overall 
enjoyment. 
112 Woelzl interVIew. 
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Publicorions llJ 
At each NYCO perf0n11ance. audience members receive a printed S!agebilf program 
that i~ produced by the NYCO press and public relations department. In addition to cast and 
personnel information for the performance, Stagebifl features articles about New York City 
Opera and the field of professional opera. For a large pan of (his publication's history at 
NYCO, al1icles were written in a very academic tone thai appealed only 10 the knowledgeable 
and experienced opera buff. 
In recent years, NYCO has worked towards the goal of changing the tone of this 
publ ication to one that wou Id appeal to the more di verse and less experienced audiences. 
Rather than anicles written from the perspective of an academic, StagebW now features 
articles of a more general range of interest. These include features on the lives of composers 
and those detailing the creative process of the featured opera. There arc also a great deal of 
general articles about the way that an opera house is managed and the different creative 
specialties that are necessary for the production of grand opera. 
The purpose of articles in Stagebilf is to bring the process of creating and attending 
opera to a level to which every audience member can understand and relate to. The 
presentation of articles in an academic tone only seemed to reinforce the ~tereotype that oper<l 
is boring, difficult to understand, and only created for the enjoyment of a very elite sector of 
the population. By writing about productions in a subject matter and writing style that i~ 
relevant to the interests of all audience members, NYCO is helping new audiences gain a 
greater understanding of the upcoming production. 
Public Programs 
Founded on the belief that a background of education and knowledge contributes 
greatly to the enjoyment and understanding of a performance, NYCO sponsors a series of 
lectures prior to productions. The lectures are targeted to ticket buyers, so NYCO plans each 
II) Information on publication~ from interview with Susan Woelzl. 
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lecture series with the as:-.umption that all attendees have at least some basic knowledge of 
opera. The operatic background of an audience in the middle of the week differ;, 
substantially from that of a weekend audience, and the subject matter and tone of the lectures 
;)re rl<1llned with this difference in mind.114 
Audience research has ~hown that new audience members attend more performances 
on weeknights, when tickets are more readily available and prices are lower. IIS For thi~ 
reason, the goal ofTuesday-Wedne~da)' pre-performance lectures is to provide a novice in 
the audience with a basic introduction to the evening's perfonnance. These half-hour talks 
feature NYCO staff and artists discussing the background of the opera's music, composer, 
plot, and hiSlOrical significance. Lectures are free to Tuesday-Wednesday subscribers, and $5 
to all otherticket buyers, I 16 
The audience of Saturday and Sunday matinee performances is predominantly those 
who have a greater familiarity with the world of opera. The goal of the Saturday-Sunday 
Matinee Lectures is to provide a deeper insight into the featured production. 1L7 These hour-
long (onnns are led by speakers who are recognized experts all the upcoming production. In 
addition to basic information about the production, the presenters give a more extensive look 
at the composer, music, and the opera's historical background. The lectures are opell to both 
audience members and the general public, at a price of $10 to subscribers, $12 to lhe general 
public, and $5 for students,IIS 
The presentation of new and unusual productions is a keystone of the mission of New 
York City Opera. and the relati vc unfami Iiarity of this repertoire can make these productions 
intimidating to new audiences. For this reason, NYCO presents New Production panels on 
the opening night of each new production. NYCO Dramaturg Cori Ellison moderates panel 
II" King interview. 
II~ Ibid. 
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discussions featuring the opera's creative teanl (director, designers, and conductor) a~ well as 
noted musical historians. The discussions provide audience members with a basic overview 
of the production. as well as an understanding of the production team's vision and goals. II " 
In addition 10 in-house lectures at the New York Slate Theater, NYCO has developed 
programs in the New York community that fOClIS 011 partnerships between organizations. 
New Visions at the Guggenheim. a lecture series that takes place at the Guggenheim Museum 
in Manhattan's SoHo District gives attendees a more intimate portrait of the new productions 
of the New York City Opera season. A panel featuring the creative team, artists, and selected 
musicologists discusses topics pertinent to <I featured opera in an entertaining manner that 
appeals to both opera experts and novices. In addition to discussions with panelists, New 
Visions lectures are highlighted by musical selections from the operas performed by NYCO 
artists. Following the presentation, audience members are given the opportunity to meet 
panelists and presenters. These unique presentations allow the audiences to gain a greater 
understanding of new productions as well as gai n ex pasure to the "human" side of the artists 
involved. '20 New Visions lectures make artists and new productions more accessible to 
novice audiences. In addition, these lectures also allow NYCO to reach Guggenheim patrons, 
another secwr of New York's vibrant arts community, 
Many City Opera outreach programs are targeted to those with very specific interests. 
In order to attract audiences who are fans of Broadway-style entertainment, NYCO has 
developed a program of crossover ticket sales. The musical Rem, based on Puccini's La 
Boheme b enjoying a wildly popular Broadway TUn in New York. Through a crossover ticket 
program, audiences can purchase a discounted set of tickets that will allow them 10 
. f f k 121expenence one per orrnance 0 each wor . 
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TOllfism is a large industry in New York, and NYCO has developed ways to make 
operas available to those who wish to experience the variety of New York's artistic 
community. Through a partnership with the Museum of Modem Art (MOMA), tourists 
receive admis~ion to MOMA during the day, dinner at MOMA's in-house restaurant. and a 
ticket to a NYCO perfomlance in the evelling. 122 
New York City Opera provides enrichment to its adult audience members through 
publications and public programs in order to facilitate greater understanding of their 
productions. Adult educational programs allow the audience to Ieam about NYCO outside of 
a performance setting and are organized to appeal to the diverse groups of individuals who 
attend NYCO productions. By fostering this greater understanding of its art form among new 
audiences, NYCO is able 10 contribute to each audience member's greater enjoyment of the 
performance. 
The education and outreach programs conducted by New York City Opera 
accomplish several objectives. They introduce new people to opera in an atmosphere and a 
tone that is not intimidating. They allow individuals to leam more about the production of 
opera and about NYCO as an organization in order to humanize the activities of an 
organization that may have seemed intimidating. They also allow New York City Opera to 
fulfill it~ mission as a community partner by using its unique skills and talents for the greater 
enrichment of the community. 
The Final Step: Leaving it up to the individual 
An underlying goal of each of these outreach activities is to create enough interest 
among audiences of the programs to NYCO audience members on a more regular basis. 
NYCO approaches the introduction of opera to new audiences as a gradual process, and for 
this reason they approach the conversion of single ticket buyers to subscribers in the same 
fashion. Single ticket buyers are encouraged to become NVCO subscribers, but the company 
WIbid. 
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has mnde it possible for these individ\lals to choose a subscription plan that matches their 
level of knowledge, interest. and commitment 10 the organization. 
The Discovery Seriesm allows a firSt-time subscriber to gain exposure 10 NYCO and 
it" variety of repertoire by selecting three productions on any three dates during the NYCO 
season. At this early level of commitment, the individual will not be intimidated by being 
"forced" to spend money on a production or a composer in a subscription package who does 
not interest him. This audience member will be able to become a NYCO subscriber by 
choosing only those performances that intrigue him at this stage of his development as on 
opera audience member. 
First-time subscribers can also gain a unique insight into NYCO by choosing the 
Director's Choice series. This series consists entirely of new productions that are selected by 
General Director Paul Kellogg. Each Director's Choice subscriber receives a free Season 
Guide publication and access to all pre-perfonnance panel discussions with the creative learn. 
The next step in the level of subscriber commitment is the Custom Plan. This series 
functions much like the Discovery Series, but allows the subscriber to select a combination of 
four, five, or six productions. For each chosen perfonnance, the subscriber will receive the 
best avai lable seats that are available at the time of their order. 
NYCO has created the Theme Series to appeal to the audiences who tend to favor 
only one category of repertoire. Each Theme Series is organized around a central topic and 
gives the new ~ub:,criber the chance to explore the different repertoire offered by New York 
City Opera. Examples of Theme Series include Theater-Lovers (operas where theatrical 
drama is inlegrallo the production), Baroque and Beyond (operas composed in the early-to­
lale 18th century), Greatest Hits ("classic" operas), and Connoisseur Series (seldom-heard and 
contemporary operas). 
III Informalion on subscriplions courtesy of hHp://royal.reliaserve.com/nycosubs. 
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The final step in the NYCO subscription hierarchy is the Standard Plan. This series 
allows audiences to select a pre-an·anged package of four, five., or eight perl'ormances. The 
productions included in these packages present a variety of repertoire choicc~ thai will give 
the truly adventurous audience member an opportunity to sample the variety of programming 
on wh ieh NYCO has built their current identity. A typical subscription package of four 
operas features two "classic" opera (Verdi's Rigaletto, Puccini's La Boheme), one 20111 
century English opera (Britten's The 7illn ojfhe Screw) and one 20110 century opera by an 
American composer (Moore's The Ballad ojBahy Doe). 
Subscribers form the backbone of New York City Opera's audience base and provide 
the company with the financial !>ccurity necessary to continue funhering its mission. By 
presenting a variety of subscription plans targeted to the interests of its many different 
audiences, NYCO is allowing each audience member to change this level of commitment at a 
rate that is comfortable to the individual. 
Since the beginning of Paul Kellogg's tellure as general director in 1996. New York 
City Opera has experienced a pattern of continuous audience growth. In that time, the 
company has increased the average attendance percentage from 75% to 83%.12~ Since 1996, 
the number of audience members anending on partial subscriptions has eclipsed those who 
immediately purchase full subscription plans. As audience members make the lransition from 
single ticket buyers to subscribers, NYCO is easing this transition through the creation of 
subscription plans that make this change as gradual as the individual audience member 
wishes it to be. 
Future challenges 
As the renown of New York City Opera continues to grow along with its audiences, 
the company is met wjth several challenges and opportunities. NYCO faces the continutXI 
12~ K~enan interview. 
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task of differentiating itself from the Metropolitan Opera by maintaining the image of a 
company that offers a different <lrtjstic and theatrical experience. 
The company is current Iy invol ved in the task of becoming a 21 <I century opera 
company under the leadership of Paul Kellogg. NYCO Director of Artistic Administration 
Robin Thompson recalls that when Mr. Kellogg arrived at NYCO in 1996, the company '"was 
in need of an overhaul." The product was "stale," and the artistic quality was noticeably 
suffering. Thompson cites that each of NYCO's general directors throughout it.s history has 
put a unique stamp on the presentations and the image of NYCO. The company is now in the 
process of adding a "new story" to the company under Kellogg's leadership.12S 
There are several facets of Paul Kellogg's vision for the future of New York City 
Opera. There is a goal of allowing more time for rehearsal in order to enhance the production 
quality. The company also strives to continue to present production~ of high Iheatrical 
quality that are relevant to contemporary social issues, but at the same time present smaller-
scale, streamlined productions that are cost-effective. or a great importance to NYCO under 
Paul Kellogg is to continue to bring young people to the opera and to educate new 
audiences. 126 As the company grows, they are constantly finding new ways to tailor their 
marketing strategies in order to build audiences from a younger generation of operagoers who 
don't wan! to be confined by traditional ideas of subscription. 127 
In order to further their education and outreach activities, NYCO must continue to 
develop new ways of sustaining and increasing education funding, New York City Opera 
prides itself on offering a non-traditional approach to the production of opera. Because of 
this unique market tradition, the company will also continue to present non-traditional ways 
for new audiences to become interested in these productions. Education and outreach needs 
to remain an important factor in the company's long-range plans. In addition to offering a 
125 Interview with Robin Thomp~on. J 1/ J7/00. 
126 Woelzl interview. 
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valuable service 10 the community, NYCO's educational and outreach programs are 
beneficial 10 the company's image and invaluable to the future financial success of the 
. . 12S
organization. 
Recommendations for action 
New York City Opera has proven for nearly 60 years that they arc capable of 
presenting high quality operatic productions in a difficult cultural marketplace. In addition, 
the company has developed and maintained its identity in the eyes of the opera-going public. 
thus allowing them to differentiate their acti vities from the Metropo[ itan Opera. Through its 
educational and outreach programs. the company is eliminating stereotypes about their art 
form, breaking down barricrs to panicipation for potential audiences, building partnerships 
within the community, and building an audience for the future. 
Currently, the majority of NYCO's educational programs are directed at students in 
grades K-12. These programs are highly effective ilt introducing students to opera, as well as 
promoting NYCO's image as a non-profit organization working to benefit the community. 
The company has not yet begun the process of tracking the effectiveness of these programs in 
creating future audiences for opera. While SPPA studies have shown that arts education is a 
principal deciding factor in predicting future arts attendance, NYCO has not yet made the 
cOlllmitment to studying whether this trend is apparent in their audiences. 
The education department of New York City Opera is working to determine the best 
way to study this trend. Paul King cites this research process as a 10-15 year cycle that 
involves creating ways to track the participants of educational programs throughout their 
youth and beyond high school graduation. NYCO's educational programs are a national 
model for arts education, and they continue to bring opera to children in an interesting. 
infonnalive way and to provide valuable services to the New York community. The effect of 
127 Keenan interview. 
12S King IOterview. 
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these prognlms on future attitudes about and attendance at NYCO productions can only be 
determined through further observation .12~ 
In spite of the best efforts of opera companies, there will always be a segment of the 
adult population who cannot be reached. Morison and Fliehr have identified that over half of 
American adults are pre-destined to be Noes, and no amount of education and outreach 
programs can change this facl. Currently, NYCO's adult outreach programs are designed for 
Yeses. The company plans its panel discussions and lectures for different target aud iences 
with different levels of involvement and knowledge, but all are planned under the assumption 
that each audience member has some prior knowledge of opera. L10 
These programs allow the current audience to approach each performance with a 
broader base of knowledge and understanding, which has been proven to contribute to a 
grealer enjoyment of the performance and the art form. However, in order 10 facilitate the 
Rrowth of the audience, the company must begin to develop marc ways to reach out to the 
Maybes and Noes in the community. 
Di rector of Marketing Claud ia Keenan has stated a desire to "see New York City in 
the audience of New York City Opera."I'1 This ideal audience would feature a cross section 
of all of the diversity that exists in the largest city in the United States and the surrounding 
suburban areas. The company has taken the important first step of identifying their Illany 
potential audiences. In order to begin the process of attracting these identified communities 
to NYCO performances, it is essential that NYCO begin participating in more direct outreach 
to these desired constituencies. 
Once the company has leamed more about these communities and discovered the 
reasons that they choose not to attend NYCO performances, the process of education can 
begin. Just as the company introduces itself to students through education, similar strategies 
129 King interview. 
1.10 Ibid. 
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can be adopted in adult outreach. Much like their in-~chool presenlmions, NYCO can 
develop point~ of entry that are accessible and non-threatening 10 potential adult audiences. 
By adopting a greater commitment to adult outreach, the company can continue 10 break 
stereotypes and other barriers 10 entry even after these potential audiences have graduated 
from high school. 
New York City Opera's focus for adult education is constantly developing. 
Currently, NYCO publications and public programs make it possible for audience member~ 
to learn more about NYCO and its productions, as well as gain a clearer picture of the 
complicated proces~ of creating a professional opermic production. New York City Opera h3S 
proven its excellence at educating audiences once they are identified, and this continued 
commitment to educating current audiences should remain a large part of the company's 
outreach mission. Through a variety of subscription and ticketing options, the company 
provides many ways for audiences to gradually increase their knowledge and commitment to 
the company's activities at a comfortable, self-defined pace. By constantly developing ways 
to educate newly identified constituencies as well as increase participation among current 
audiences. New York City Opera will be able to build and retain a knowledgeable, cOmmilled 
audience into the 21~[ century and beyond. 
******* 
Further Research and Conclusion 
Successfully reaching Maybes and Noes 
Once an opera company has identified new constituencies of potential audiences 
wilhin the community, the challenge becomes developing effective points of entry for these 
individuals. The efforts of New York City Opera to reach to the Maybes in their community 
are still in a developmental stage. There are many examples, however, of American opera 
DI Keenan interview. 
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companies both large and small in all regions of the United States undertaking successful 
outreach and educational initiatives to reach new constituencies of Muybes. 
According to OPERA America, a successful outreach program for the purpose of 
audience development should contain several principal attributes. First is the goal of 
company preparedness, All individuals connected with the company must share a 
commitment to the growth of the audience. For the project to be successful, company leaders 
must take note of their own abil ities. There must be sufficient interest, resources. and 
communication among those involved in the project for it to begin successfully. 
When necessary resources and interest have been identified, planning and defining 
goals becomes the next important step. Specific goals should be identified, along with 
corresponding objects that are measurable and time-bound. Similarly, during the planning 
process it is important that the organization define qualitative and quantitative ways to 
determine the ultimate success of the project. 
Dming the planning process, it is especially important 10 define exactly who the 
targeted audience for the project will be, and undertake careful research to determine how to 
approach these individuals or communities. When focusing activities on a very specific 
segment of the community, it is necessary to identify leaders within that community who will 
assist in generating interest and word-of-mOllth in the project. Taking care to customize 
programs for specific audiences and enlisting the help of respected community leaders is 
invaluable in portraying the image of an organization that is sensitive to the needs and wants 
of a new constituency. 
Another important factor of outreuch programs is the development of partnerships 
with organizations within the targeted community. Through partnerships, both the opera 
company and other organizations involved can add value through their own unique abilities. 
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In addition, community partnerships allow each organization to gain access 10 new segments 
.	 11~
of the commu 111 ty.. ­
Through a combination of these factors, American opera companies are serving their 
community as a whole by making their programming available to every part of the 
community. The following examples present two companies of contrasting size and 
geographic location who are utilizing the factors suggested by OPERA America in addition 
with thei r own ingenuity to successfully extend the reach of their programming. 
Houston Grand Opera - "The Outcast Project" 
Houston Grand Opera (HGO) is an OPERA America Level One Company located in 
Houston, TX. Under the administrative leadership of General Director David Gockley. the 
company presents an annual season of seven fully staged operas between October and 
May. 1'(1 During May and June 1994. the company presented a series of audience 
development activities centered on the world premiere of the specially commissioned opera 
The Outcast by Noa Ain. 1\<l 
7he au/cas! is based on the biblical story of Ruth, with the theme that "mutual 
respect and love can be attained among people despite their diverse backgrounds."I,s In the 
planning stages, HGO formed partnerships with community members based on the opera's 
relevance to religiou~ themes and the African American community. Once initial 
pannerships were established with a local Jewish Synagogue and the city's largest African-
American church, a preliminary set of goals for the Outcast project were drafted: 
I.	 To generate interest in The Outcast by creating infomlative and relevant audience
 
development events Ihat would appeal to targeted audience groups.
 
2.	 To create events that would provide an opportunity for interaction among the diverse 
groups. 
3.	 To strengthen the company's existing relationships with targeted communities. 
1.12 Preced ing paragraphs frOIll http:\\www.operaalllerica.org\audiencedeveJopment.hlml 
1.1.1 OPERA America 2000-2001 Season Schedule of Performances, 24-5. 
1."\.1 Burruogh, 1. 
1.15 Ibid. 
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Based on the themes of The Outcast, the following constituencies were selected for 
outreach programs: African-American community, Jewish community, Dance community, 
New Works (contemporary music) community, ilnd other religious congregations of various 
denolllinations. J36 Within these communities, HGO selected a prominent individual to serve 
as a liaison between the company's activities and the members of these constituencies. 
Within the religious community, HGO selected the pastor of the city's largest Baptist church, 
the pastor of a large Episcopal Church, and a local rabbi. Within the African-American 
community. the company selected the artistic director and board president of a local African-
American theater group. Within the dance community, the company selected the president of 
the Houston Dance Coalition, the service organiz.ation for Houston's dance community. 137 
With the audience of their activities defined, the company designed a series of outreach 
ac tivi tie s to ellCDmpuss Ihe inte resIS oft he May bes with in one or more of these commu nities. 
Panel discussions allowed the company to introduce various aspects of the production. In a 
theological panel discussion held at a local synagogue. religious leaders and Outcast 
composer Noa Ain discussed the story's religious themes from the standpoint of Christian 
and Hebrew theologies. 
HGO also presented a panel discussion with the opera's creative team at a local 
community theater. A group of singers and dancers from the opera performed scenes and 
arias and led a question and answer session. Both panel discussions were free and open to the 
public. and both drew a mixture of audiences from the different targeted communilies. 138 
Musical presental iOIlf-. were a principal part of the outreach acti vities. The project's 
religious partners collaborated to present an interfaith music concert featuring music from 
church choirs based on the "outcast" therne. The concert was a huge success, with over 1,000 
people in the audience. The company also sponsored a Meet the Artists event at a jazz bar 
1.1(, Ibid., 2. 
m Ibid., 5-6. 
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popular within Houston's African American communit)'. brief artist presentations at churches 
throughout the community, and a dance melster class with George Faison, The Outcas/'s 
director, 1~9 
Following performances of The Outcast, HGO analyzed box office figures as a 
quantitative measure of the success of their outreach activities. The opera was perl'ormed 
eight times to an audience of 94% of the theater's full capacity. An analysis of single lickel 
bu yers for Ihe ope ra fau nd that ave I' haIf of these buyefS were attendi ng thei r fi rst HGO 
production. 140 The company then turned 10 their original goals and objectives to measure the 
qualitative success of the project. 
The first goal involved generating interest in the work by creating events to appeal to 
tnrge!ed groups. HGO identified partners in Ihe early stages of planning and utilized these 
partner~hips to reach the widest possible segment of the targeted communities. Activities 
were created which had a direct appeell to these groups, and were presented in familiar 
locations. Based on interviews with event participants, this goal was highly successful. 
Participants expressed amazement at the power of the art form, and were pleased thelt the 
company had made Ihe attempt to bring the art to them. Said one participant, "The [outreach) 
events ... built it up for us so we were really excited to come see the opera ..,I~1 
The second goal involved creating events that would foster interaction among the diverse 
targeted groups. AI least one activity was held in a "home venue" of each partner, and post-
event receptions made it possible for these groups to socialize with each other. In addition, 
the popular interfaith music concert allowed each religious group to showcase their unique 
artists and musical styles. This goal was also detennined to be successful based on the 
1.\8 Ibid., 3. 
139 Ibid., 4. 
1<1{) Ibid., 9-10. 
1<11 Ibid., 8-9, 
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response of participants. Said one individual. "It's wonderful to be here and to see the 
pos~ibilities of two different groups coming together. .. It should happen more often."142 
The final goal was to strengthen HGO's relationship with the targeted communities. 
By actively seeking partnerships and involving these partners in the planning of events, HOO 
gave each group a sense of ownership in the project. Each organizer was pleased with the 
results and indicated a desire to be involved in future collaborations with Houston Grand 
Opera..141 
Houston Grand Opera's au/cas/ Project W<lS successful for a number of reasons. 
Advance planning allowed the company to determine a very specific audience for their 
activities. The company also sel measurable goals and objectives to set a scope and 
boundaries for the project. In order to allow them to gain the greatest degree of familiarity 
and identification with their audience, the company made very effective use of community 
pal1nerships. By idemifying and enlisting the help of significant community members, HOO 
gained a sense of authenticity and trust within the targeted communities. 
The success of the aU/CaST Project was furthered through the many ways that the 
company used a combination of infonnation, discussion, and music as methods of outreach. 
Panel discussions gave the audience a familiarity with the opera, its themes. and its creators. 
Musical presentations gave the audience an introduction to the musical style of the piece as 
well as an idea of what to expect when viewing the full openL By familiarizing potential 
audiences with the many aspects of attending the performance, they were ensuring that new 
audiences would know what to expect and would be more likely to enjoy the performance. 
Through its OulcasT project, the leadership of Houston Grand Opera identified new 
segments of Maybes in the community and designed programs specifically to interest these 
individuals. These outreach activities resulted in increased amounts of new ticket buyers for 
142 Jbid., 10. 
14.' Ibid., II. 
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the opera as well as new pa11nership~ between Houston Grand Opera and a diverse group of 
community organizations. 
Indianapolis Opera: Lifelong Learning 144 
Indianapolis Opera nO) is an OPERA America Level Three company located in 
Indianapol is, IN. Under the leadership of Executi ve Director John Pickett and Artistic 
Director James Caraher, the company presents four fully-staged operas between October and 
May each season.'4~ The company currently presents to what Pickett identifies as a very 
stereotypical opera audience: most arc over the age of 4S with a high level of education and 
income, and live on Indianapolis' affluent North side. 
In identifying his ideal audience, Picket! cites that he would like to see a greater 
diversity in the age and racial makeup of his audience. Many members of the Indianapolis 
commuuity are unaware that Indianapolis even supports an opera company_ Others in the 
community who are aware of the company harbor bad feelings about 10 because of problems 
with previous leadership. However, to others who are aware of the opera company, Pickett 
cites a common feeling that "somelhing is about to happen." 
In many ways, the education and outreach arm of Indianapolis Opera is very similar 
to that of New York City Opera. The company has received recognition for its K-12 
education programs through the use of OPERA America's Music!Words!Operai curriculum. 
In addition. for many years the adult outreach activities of 10 have consisted of mostly 
lecture programs and publications designed for those who have already made the 
commitment to attending an Indianapolis Opera production. 
Pickett cites activities like these as an excellent outreach tool, but recognizes that 
these methods have greater potential to reach new audiences. With this in mind, Indianapolis 
Opera has embarked on an ongoing project called "Lifelong Learning." This initiative is 
\44 Information in this section courtesy of interview with John C. Pickett, 2/6/01. 
145 OPERA America 2000-200 1 Season Schedule of Performances, 26. 
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undertaken with the understanding that increasing attendance for 10 productions involves 
making opera a part of an individual's personal comfort zone. In order to do this. it takes 
developing very clever ways to educate these individuals. 
Lifelong Learning is very much a work in progress. The company has not set 
specific goals for its operation. However, there is a definite commitment shown by comp,my 
administration for the successful implementat ion of this initiati ve. The underlyi ng goal is to 
explore new ways to develop existing audience education programs for new, more 
specifically targeted audiences. As of this writing, Indianapolis Opera has been very 
successful and creative in developing new programming using these formats. One of 10's 
most recent Lifelong Learning projects was undertaken to coincide with their production of 
George Gershwin's folk opera Porgy and Bess in October 2000. 
In planning outreach events for Porgy and BeJJ, lndianapolis Opera identified two 
targeted communities: African Americans and the Jewish community. Original partnerships 
were formed with the Indianapolis Jewish Community Center and the Madame Walker 
Theatre Center, a local African American art~ presenter. Ba~ed on the Lifelong Learning 
goal of using old ideas to reach new audiences, company outreach activities were presented in 
the form of lecnJre programs and operatic presentations. 
In the weeks prior to the opening of Porgy, Indianapolis Opera presented a series of 
three free lectures entitled If Ain 'f Necessarily So: Dialogues about Porgy and Bess. The first 
Dialogue, held at the Jewish Community Center, was entitled "The Creation of a Classic." 
This Dialogue examined Gershwin and the Jewish roots of his music. Pianist and Gershwin 
scholar Richard Glazier played musical excerpts and provided commentary, while 10 Artistic 
Director James Caraher and two Jewish Community Center board members led a panel 
discussion. 
The second Dialogue. held at the Madame Walker Theatre Center, was entitled "An 
Inside Look at Bess." Soprano Camilla Williams, the first artist to record the role of Bess, 
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and Ki:.hna Davis, IO'~ Bess discllssed PorK" and Bess in relation to the African American 
community and the careers of African American singers. Later that week, 10 and the 
Madame Walker Theatre Center presented a recital by world-renowned baritone William 
Warfield, regarded as one of the best anists to ever portray the role of Porgy onstage. Mr. 
Warfield also led a voice master class for students al Butler University and Indiana 
University. 
The final Dialogue took place at Clowes Memorial Hall, where Indianapolis Opera 
presents its mainstage productions. This Dialogue focused on the creation of a new 
production of Porgy and Bess. The opera's creative team, led by African American stage 
director Henry Miller and Maestro Caraher, discussed their approach to preparing a 
production that would speak to modern audiences. 
As Houston Grand Opera proved with its Outcast project, it is not necessary to 
develop entirely new ideas to reach new audiences. Through the Dialogues series and other 
events related to the production of Porgy and Bess, Indianapolis Opera used its traditional 
means of adult education in new settings to appeal to new targeted audiences. Through 
partnerships with significant organizations within these communities, the Dialogues and 
connected activities reached almost J ,000 individuals in the Indianapolis area. 
Porgy alld Bess dialogues represent only a part of Indianapolis Opera's Li felong 
Learning initiative. In January 2001, the company partnered with member~ of Indianapolis' 
sizable Hispanic Community to present a lecture-performance preview in Spanish for the 
company production of Mozart's 0011 Giovanni. The success of this program has led to a 
company decision to present a similar program prior to each season production. During the 
company's 200J-02 season, 10 will renew a partnership with the Indianapolis Museum of Art 
to present a visual artistic preview for the company production ofTchaikovsky's Eugene 
OneRin. 
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Cu rrently, lndianapol is Opera reaches approx inmtely 50,000 chi ldren in the 
Indianapolis area each year through their school education programs. The Lifelong Learning 
project b still in its infancy, but the company has shown a great deal of progress in attracting 
the support of new communities within the city. Through Lifelong Learning, Indianapolis 
Opera will continue in its partnership with these communities to present informational and 
educational programs to new audiences. Research is inconclusive about the relationship of 
these programs to audience growth. But the company has shown great success thus far at 
identifying communities, fomling partnerships, and creating new points of entry for these 
targeted communities using already proven methods. 
Research summary 
To Maybes and Noes, the world of professional opera often appears confusing and 
intimidating; indeed. it sometimes seell1~ to be a difficult art form to love. In past decades. 
Ihis image has often been self-imposed by companies very intent on attracting the city's 
"cultural elite," selling $ub~criptions to anyone they could convince. and setting their sights 
on box office successes. While companies were chasing after the bottom line with an army of 
Yeses behind them, they often lost sight of those who they were turning away. 
Well-planned promotion, in the image ofMr. Danny Newman, has proven very 
successful at selling tickets. But it is not full capable of accomplishing the sale of an 
organizational image, of an art fonn, or of a lifelong passion. Professional opera companie~ 
need box office income in order to further their artistic mission, and for this reason, 
subscription remains a vital organizational tool. But when an opera company loses sight of 
its mission beyond financial stability. then it is doing itself a great deal of harm. 
The opera companies who are selling the trend of younger and more diverse 
audiences are the ones who look beyond who is in their current audiences. These are the 
companies that understand their role as a community partner as well as an artistic presenter; 
the companies lhat take great care to understand the individuals within their community; the 
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companies that develop unique ways to introduce these individuals to their organization: the 
companies thm allow individuals to accept or reject their organization at a personally 
comfortable rate. 
For a portion of the American population, opera is a natural lifelong passion. For a 
different segment of the population, opera will always be something that appears elitist, or 
boring, or difficult to understand. In the middle lie the Maybes; the individuals who are 
curious about opera but lack the motivation to explore further. Arnold Mitchell concluded ill 
his first "Professional Performing Arts" study that attendance is the best way to bring about 
fUl1her attendance. 146 To turn these maybe~ into Yeses, it takes a commitment by opera 
companies (0 give them reasons and opportunities to explore further. From the initial seeds 
of education and outreach comes interest; from interest comes attendance; from attendance 
comes further attendance. 
In concluding In Search ofaJl Audience, Morison and Fliehr make the following 
statement; 
"In order to broaden and enlarge audiences, artistic institutions must 
penetrate the Cultural Curtain. They must find ways to communicate with 
the majority of the population who will not listen because they have been 
intimidated into believing that the arts are not for them. This cannot be done 
with the traditional techniques of promotion and press agentry ... If the Noe~ 
will not come to our theatres ... then we must go to the Noe~ with all of our 
re sou rces and tal ent." 147 
The growth of audiences for opera has come from a new commitment to llsing 
available resource~ and talent. This pattern of growth will continue only if more opera 
companies recognize (he need 10 penetrate the Cultural Curtain that exists between Maybes 
and Noes and attendance. If this commitment is adopted wholeheartedly into the mission of 
each American opera company a~ they enter the 21 st century, then they will make it possible 
for new audiences to discover within themselves a love for opera. 
146 Mitchell Vol. I, 23. 
14/ Morison and Fliehr, 213-4. 
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